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The order for affixes arrangement is strictly defined in the Kazakh language. For 

formalization of the rules for suffixes and ending addition the semantic neural network 
generating word forms of the Kazakh language is used. By means of formalized rules for word 
formation and inflection of the Kazakh words the words generator was developed. As a result the 
datae of Kazakh word forms with the volume of more than 2,800,00 dictionary entries with 
complete morphological information was generated from the words initial forms database with 
the volume of 45,000 words with semantic marking-out of  features. 

The Kazakh language is the typical Turkic language that preserved most of the 
features common for that group and possesses a number of characteristic Kypchak 
peculiarities. The structurally-typological characteristic of the Kazakh language is 
generally connected with its belonging to agglutinative languages. As a rule, for 
the agglutinative type description a number of characteristic features considering 
as the phonetic so the morphological and syntactical peculiarities is applied.  

The Kazakh language is an inflectional language that means that word forms 
are created by means of connection (concatenation) of letter chains – stem and 
inflections each associated with a number of morphological features. 

The order of affixes arrangement is strictly determined in the Kazakh language. 
For example, for the nouns the word stem is first supplemented with suffix and 
then with plural ending, then with possessive ending (means the subject’s 
belonging to this or that person) that is followed by case ending, and the last comes 
the conjugation form ending (added only to animate nouns) (see Example 1) [1]. 

Example 1. Oquwsy-lar-yngyz-byz: stem “oquwsy” (pupil), “lar” – plural 
ending, “yngyz” possessive ending, “byz” – conjugation form ending in the first 
person. In this way, the Kazakh word is used in the context “We, your pupils…”.  

The structure of any language model for speech-recognition system includes a 
dictionary. In our system there exists the dictionary of initial forms on which basis 
the dictionary of word forms of the Kazakh language is built. The creation of the 
dictionary of word forms is based on the use of the semantic language model of the 
Kazakh language.   

The process of Kazakh words generation is based on the detailed analysis of a 
word initial form for the purpose of its morphological features segregation and its 
semantic features reading from the knowledge base. Further the word formation 
and inflection trajectory is defined, the process of Kazakh words generation on the 
basis of the semantic neural network takes place and the word form and its 
morphological information is entered into the dictionary of word forms. 

 
 



 
 

Figure 1. Process of Word Formation and Inflection 
 
The morphological features are segregated by the following principle. First 

the intial form of a word is supplemented with suffixes according to semantic  
features. The last letter of the word’s initial form stem is defined and related to one 
of the following categories (see Figure 2). According to these features the addition 
of this or that ending is realized. 

The obvious complexity of Natural Language Processing (NLP) is caused by 
the difficulty of its formalization. the complexity lies in the impossibility of words 
inflection for some part of speech by a specified trajectory without preliminary 
processing of the dictionary of initial forms as there exists a dependence of word 
inflection from the meaning of the word, i.e. from its semantic content [2]. 

The semantic features of the words’ initial forms are presented by such 
categories as a part of speech, animateness and inanimateness for nouns, formation 
of comparative and superlative degrees of adjectives, for verbs – combination in 
complex forms with such auxiliary verbs as “otyr”, “tur”, “jatyr”, “ju’r” and others. 
The knowledge base on which basis the inflection is realized has in total more than 
30 semantic features. The knowledge base of initial words with semantic features 
is presented on Figure 3. 



 
 

Figure 2. The tree of morphological features 
 

Last sound 

Vowel 

Hard vowels  
о, u, w,y 

 

Soft vowels  
a’, o’, u’, е 

 

Consonants Voiced 

voiced 1  
b, g, h, d 

voiced 2  
j,z  

resonant 1  
m,n, ng 

resonant 2  
r, w, i 

Resonant 

resonant 3  
l 

Unvoiced 

unvoiced 1  
 p 

Unvoiced 2  
k 

unvoiced 3  
q 

unvoiced 4  
c, t, s Last hard 

syllable  

Last soft 
syllable  



 
 

Figure 3. Presentation of Semantic Features in the Knowledge Base 
 

The maximum number of word forms is generated from the noun initial form, 
the adjective and the verb initial form[3]. 

The semantic features of the initial forms for an adjective are presented by the 
possibility of forming an adjective comparative and/or superlative degree from  it. 

 

 
     

Figure 4. Adjective Inflection Trajectories 
 
The semantic features of the initial forms for nouns are presented by the 

animateness and inanimateness of the nouns. Depending on this feature the noun 
inflection trajectory is defined. 

The order of affixes (endings) is strictly determined for the Kazakh language. 
First the root is supplemented with suffixes, then plurality affixes, possessive 
affixes, case endings, conjugation forms  (See Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Noun Inflection Trajectories 
 

The semantic features of the initial forms for verbs are presented by their use 
with auxiliary verbs “otyr”, “tur”, “ju’r”, “jatyr” for forming the complex form of 
the properly-present tense of the verb. The use of the main verb with this or that 
auxiliary verb depends on the main verb’s meaning. The complex forms of the 
properly-present tense of the verb further change by persons and numbers.  It 
should be noted that the verbs infect by persons and numbers, and also the word 
formation of new types of verbs takes place. Let us consider the word formation 
process for new verbs in a more detailed way (See Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Verb Inflection Trajectories 
 

For formalization of the rules for suffixes and endings addition it is suggested 
to use the semantic neural network generating the words of the Kazakh language. 

Each symbol in the semantic neural network corresponds to a separate neuron. 
Since similar symbolical sequences of different words are kept as one fragment of 
a linear tree the grammatical dictionary presented in the form of a semantic neural 
network will have a smaller volume than in the case when each word form is kept 
in the form of a separate entry [4]. 
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The dictionary of all word forms can be presented in the form of a neuron 
model.  

The initial form of a word from which all its word forms are formed by means 
of declension, conjugation, etc. will be named as lemma. Let the lemma be a group 
of neurons or one neural subautomat in the layer of meaning extraction. Let the 
total number of substates of a dictionary entry is equal to the number of word 
forms of the given entry. Let each substate of such subautomat represents one 
excited neuron. At that, in case of simultaneous excitation of two different neurons 
of one subautomat we shall say that the subautomat has two different substates at 
the same time. Each dictionary entry has a main neuron corresponding to the 
lemma. The lemma’s main neuron is excited whenever a word belonging to the 
lemma is recognized. A separate neuron corresponds to each word form. It always 
excites in case if a word form is recognized.  

In the layer of meaning extraction there exist neurons not belonging to separate 
lemmas. These neurons correspond to the features of word forms common for 
many dictionary items such as gender, case, number, time ... They get excited at 
excitation of word forms possessing corresponding features. Let us consider that 
the states of these neurons corresponding to the features of word forms also belong 
to the lemma’s subautomats with which these neurons form connections. Then 
several lemmas can simultaneously be in one and the same state. The problem of 
classification or definition of a dictionary entry and a word form by a specified 
symbolical sequence reduces to passing the excitation wave through the layer of 
meaning extraction and exciting corresponding subautomat for corresponding 
dictionary entry. The problem of inflection reduces to changing such subautomat’s 
state from the initial state corresponding to the word form from which the 
inflection starts to the finite state corresponding to the word form into which the 
initial word form should be transformed [5].  

For solution of the problems of inflection/word formation the synchronized 
linear tree is used. In this case it will act as a switching chain commuting the 
excitation and converting the subautomat from one state to another. The switching 
of the subautomat’s states will take place with issue of special commands to the 
synchronized linear tree input. These commands will be recognized by the 
synchronized linear tree and transformed to the gradient value at the output of 
neurons-effectors corresponding to them. This will cause excitation or deceleration 
of neurons corresponding to the lemma’s states. 

The given model can be used both in problems of inflection and problems of 
morphological analysis, and also for sentence analysis.  

On the basis of the described model the word forms and words generator 
works. On Figure 7 the window of nouns inflection is presented. 



 
 

Figure 7. Nouns Inflection 
 
In a separate window it is possible to generate parts of speech by means of 

suffixes. On Figure 8 the window of word formation of nouns generated by means 
of suffixes is presented. 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Nouns Word Formation 
 

The following results were obtained due to formation of morphological rules 
and generation of Kazakh words: 

− creation of words initial forms database with the volume of 45,000 words 
with marking-out of parts of speech and other features necessary for the generation 
of the dictionary of word forms;  obtainment of the formal model of inflection and 
word formation in the Kazakh language taking into account the semantics based on 
the semantic neural network; 



− automatic generation of Kazakh word forms database with the volume of 
more than 2,800,000 dictionary entries with complete morphological information; 

− development of algorithms and programs of morphological analysis of 
natural language texts taking into account the semantics based on the semantic 
neural network and cellular automats. 

Automatic word formation and inflection can be used in the systems of 
automatic speech generation or recognition, as well as in rather traditional area of 
Kazakh language study, in orthographic correctors, translators, morphological 
analysis, as one of integral components of the given process is the training of 
reading skills, i.e. the reading of a written text. 

The formed dictionaries can be issued as orthographic dictionaries.  The 
obtained formalizations, methods and algorithms can be used in NLP systems 
(orthographic correctors, translators, training systems), Kazakh speech recognition 
and synthesis systems, as well as in semantic search systems. 
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Бекманова Г.Т., Шарипбаев А.А., Ергеш Б., Муканова А.С. 
Генерация казахских слов 
В казахском языке строго определен порядок расположения аффиксов. Для  

формализации правил добавления суффиксов и окончаний используется семантическая  
нейронная сеть, генерирующая словоформы казахского языка. С помощью 
формализованных правил словообразования и словоизменения казахских слов разработан 
генератор слов. В результате из  базы данных начальных форм слов объёмом 45 000 слов с 
семантическими разметками признаков автоматически сгенерирована база данных 
казахских словоформ объёмом более 2 800 000 словарных статей с полной 
морфологической информацией.  

Бекманова Г.Т., Шәріпбаев А.Ә., Ергеш Б., Мұқанова А.С. 
Қазақ сөздерін генерациялау 
Қазақ тілінде аффикстер белгілі бір ретпен жалғанады. Жұрнақтар мен жалғауларды 

жалғауды формалдау мақсатында семантикалық нейрондық желі қолданылады. Сөзжасам 
мен қазақ сөздерінің түрленуінің формалданған ережелері көмегімен сөздер генераторы 



жасалған. Нәтижесінде 45 000 сөз көлемдегі бастапқы формадалар деректер қорынан 2 800 
000-ден аса сөзден тұратын деректер базасы автоматты түрле генерацияланған.  
 


